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SEASONS

SUMMER 

SPRING

AUTUMN

WINTER
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I like summer because we go to the 

beach. We go swimming in the sea. We 

wear sun glasses. We play beach volley 

and we sit under a beach umbrella. We 

walk on the sand. We wear suntan 

lotion. We go to the islands for holidays.

Natalia Katsura

Spring is my favourite season. There are lots of 

flowers and fruits…strawberries, cherries…The 

birds fly in the sky to find food. I’m sure they 

won’t be hungry. Spring has food for all  birds! I 

also like spring because of Easter. Easter is 

great. We colour Easter eggs red. We see our 

Godfathers. I like 1st May too. We pick flowers 

and play in the garden. On 1st May my brother 

Konstantinos has his birthday.     

Georgia Vasiliou

In spring the roses bloom and it 

stops snowing and raining. The 

birds sing and the sun shines in 

the sky. In April or May it’s Easter 

and we paint eggs. It’s the 

season before summer too.

Andreas Beriatos
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• Letters

• Describing feelings

• Describing places

• Poems

• Advertisements

• Announcements  

• And more...
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Georgia Vasileiou

Exploring the jungle



Dear Rose,

The weather is hot and sunny in Africa today. I'm going to

the jungle to explore the wild nature. Everything is right

but… two tigers are coming towards me.

‘Sweet, little cats, don’t eat me! I taste bad’, I say.

But the tigers keep moving towards me.

‘Well if they eat me, how will they cook me?’I think.

I am scared. The tigers look dangerous! What can I do?

‘Would you like some biscuits?’ I ask them.

Oh I can’t believe it. I'm sure you are playing but I’m in

danger! Hey! What’s this? Is it a deer? The tigers are

moving away. They are going to hunt the poor animal. I’m

safe.

Love

Georgia
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Exploring the jungle



Announcement

My name is Helena and I am 

eleven years old. I live in Athens 

and my telephone number is 

2102669025.I want you to help 

me find my little dog, Jerry. It has 

small ears and eyes. It is a very 

good and friendly animal. Please 

help me find him .

Helena  Gyftaki

The eco toy doesn’t need batteries to fly in the 
stars.

It teaches young astronauts how to fly in space.

It is environmentally friendly.

You can bye it in the shops as a Christmas 
present!

Iakovos Daktilidis

Advertisement
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http://rds.yahoo.com/_ylt=A9G_bDmu4z9J.F8AqgCJzbkF;_ylu=X3oDMTBpZTByOGFiBHBvcwMyBHNlYwNzcgR2dGlkAw--/SIG=1k32h6v0e/EXP=1229010222/**http:/images.search.yahoo.com/images/view?back=http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?_adv_prop=image&fr=slv8-&va=spaceship&sz=all&w=381&h=500&imgurl=static.flickr.com/82/231296207_caad7469aa.jpg&rurl=http://www.flickr.com/photos/zerohdog/231296207/&size=51.7kB&name=spaceship&p=spaceship&type=JPG&oid=aceb27cd556c900a&fusr=zerohdog&tit=spaceship&hurl=http://www.flickr.com/photos/zerohdog/&no=2&tt=165,342&sigr=11gc2mueg&sigi=11duvhe28&sigb=12pd11tlo&sigh=116e1cpsq
http://rds.yahoo.com/_ylt=A9G_bDmu4z9J.F8AqgCJzbkF;_ylu=X3oDMTBpZTByOGFiBHBvcwMyBHNlYwNzcgR2dGlkAw--/SIG=1k32h6v0e/EXP=1229010222/**http:/images.search.yahoo.com/images/view?back=http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?_adv_prop=image&fr=slv8-&va=spaceship&sz=all&w=381&h=500&imgurl=static.flickr.com/82/231296207_caad7469aa.jpg&rurl=http://www.flickr.com/photos/zerohdog/231296207/&size=51.7kB&name=spaceship&p=spaceship&type=JPG&oid=aceb27cd556c900a&fusr=zerohdog&tit=spaceship&hurl=http://www.flickr.com/photos/zerohdog/&no=2&tt=165,342&sigr=11gc2mueg&sigi=11duvhe28&sigb=12pd11tlo&sigh=116e1cpsq


Dear Natalia ,

It’s summer now in Australia.

I’m sitting on the beach writing. My sister is 

playing with her dolls. My parents are 

drinking coffee. The sea is green and blue. I 

like the sea  and the sky here. The people are 

swimming or sunbathing.

Love 

Eleana

Eleana Katsaounou
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Last summer I went to Tinos. There were two 

swimming pools in the hotel but I liked swimming 

in the sea best. There were a lot of tourists 

there. I ate ice-creams. I bought a T- shirt as a 

souvenir. I used a suntan lotion for the sun. The 

summer was very hot. My holidays were perfect.



Dear diary,

It’s spring time. There is a lot of heat. The sun is 

shining in the sky.

I am sitting in my office and I am doing my 

homework. My mother's picking flowers and is 

putting them in a vase. My dad is sleeping in his 

bed. My sister is listening to music and my other 

sister is cooking. I’m bored. I have to go now. 

Goodbye!!!

Iakovos Daktilidis
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Dear Dimitra,

It’s winter time now in London. There are heavy rains,

but today the sun is shining.

We’re outside Buckingham Palace right now and I am 

watching the changing of  the guards.

Oh, no! The soldier is coming towards me. I have to go now!

Love 

Helena
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I’m in a fantastic place. It's hot and 

sunny. The sky is blue. There aren’t any 

clouds. I see a house but it is far. I'm 

walking towards it. 

---I’ve been walking for fifteen minutes 

now.---

At last I am outside. The house is small 

and it’s got happy pictures on the 

walls. I’m ringing the doorbell. There 

isn’t anyone inside. On the table there 

is a plate and a glass too.

I see an old woman’s photo. An old 

woman is coming in.

- ‘Who are you?’ she asks.

- ‘I’m a visitor', I say.

-‘And what are you doing in  my 

house?

I’m going to call the police.’

-‘No, no!  Please! I am leaving’, I say 

and get  

out of the house.

Andreas Tzelos
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I love a girl

I lie on the bed

I see her face

My heart beats so fast,

so loud

I need help!

Why, oh, why 

do I love this girl?

Oh why?

by Aggelos Panos
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Your eyes are blue 

The sky is blue

I can’t live

Without you

By Natalia Katsura

http://www.msf.gr/images/stories/library/9365.zip
http://www.msf.gr/images/stories/library/9365.zip


I’m Bugs Bunny. I want to be funny. 

I’m a grey rabbit and I like carrots 

very much. My friends are Tweety

and Silvester. I like playing with my 

friends and I sleep a lot. My habits 

are good. I like playing in my garden. 

Oh! I love my life!!

by Dimitra Ververi
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The sky is blue

The garden is green

My heart is red

And I ‘m a girl.

By Agathi Manou

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Falling_hare_bugs_restored.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Falling_hare_bugs_restored.jpg


I like dogs 

I like  small pink dogs

I like cats

I like big grey cats

Dogs don’t like cats

Cats don’t like dogs

They fight every day

They fight every day

Eleana Katsaounou

I like 
cats!!!

The desk is green

The blackboard is big

I am happy 

What about you? 

Have you got a bag?

Is your house big?

The desk is green

The sky is blue

What about you?

Andreas Tzelos
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The trees are green

Their leaves are 

sparkling

And I feel…

I feel happy!

Iasonas Saridis
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The Moon is the only natural satellite of the Earth. 

The moon gets light from the sun and it gives light 

to the Earth at nights. It takes the moon 27.322 

days to spin round the Earth once. It is grey and 

has got stones, iron and powder.

Daktilidis Iakovos

Saturn is one of the nine planets

of our solar system. It gets light

from the sun, like the Earth, but

Saturn’s interior is very hot.

Saturn is about 75% hydrogen

and 25% helium with a lot of ice

of ammonia, ice of methane and

water ice.

It has two prominent rings(A and 

B) and one faint ring (C).They can 

be seen from the Earth because 

they are very bright.

Elena Gyftaki
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In Africa the children are very hungry and 

thirsty. They haven't got houses, clothes, 

toys, shoes so they are unhappy.

They want to live a better life. 

But they need food and water. They also 

need medical care.

What can we do for them?

Let’s think about this. 

We could send them money, clothes.

Our Earth is in danger!!!

•The temperature is rising

•The sea level is also rising  because the ice in the 

Poles is melting.

•There is water shortage in many places all over 

the world

•The air is polluted because of the factories and 

cars.

Iakovos Daktilidis

Dimitra Ververi
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Here on planet Mars it’s very 

beautiful. I can see the Earth 

from here. Mars is a blue and 

big planet. There are some 

aliens here. They can speak 

English and Greek. They have got 

computers ,lights, TVs, and very 

big houses. They are friendly. 

they have schools too.

Natalia Katsura

An astronaut’s report  from a strange planet.

This planet is red but the houses 
are blue. All the people are 
green .There are pink plants 
everywhere. The schools and the 
shops are purple. The hospitals 
are brown and big.         

Eleana Katsaounou

This planet is strange! There are 
green creatures with three eyes, 
four hands, five legs and six ears.
There are computers and cars 
which are flying.I can’t believe 
it! The houses are strange. They 
have four doors and one little 
window. There are flowers but 
they aren’t like ours. The 
creatures eat chips, so we are 
safe. They don’t like people.
There are some restaurants. The 
menu has only chocolate. And 
it tastes delicious, too.
I don’t know the name of this 
planet but I think I’ll call it ‘The 
strange planet’.

Georgia Vasiliou

This planet is rocky. The lakes are 

green and the trees are red or blue. 

There are many aliens and mountains.

The aliens are red, black, yellow or 

pink. The mountains are purple ,black 

or red. The houses are very small, big 

or huge and the aliens live in them. 

There are many jobs easy or hard. The 

schools are grey but most aliens don’ t 

go there. It is a strange planet. Oh, its 

name is Nemegt.

Andreas Beriatos
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London zoo - Saguinus bicolor

The London zoo in Regent’s park is one of the oldest 
and most famous zoos all over the world. Today it 
houses over 650 different species of animals, big 
and small.
One of these small and rare animals is the Pied 
Tamarin (Saguinus bicolor) from the Brazilian 
Amazon Rain forest. It is a small monkey with white 
and brown colours and it is a very unusual animal. 

Elena  Gyftaki

Animals --- Zoos

The white lion
The white lion is a genetic mutation of the African 
brown lion. The species was discovered by an English 
researcher in 1975 and today there are approximately 

40 white lions left in the world.

Attica Zoological Park 
It is out in the country, near the new airport in Spata. 
Here you can see some white lions. There are also 
some flamingos, penguins and many other animals. 
Visitors mustn’t feed the animals.

Georgia Vasiliou

http://www.animalpicturesarchive.com/view.php?tid=3&did=27197
http://www.animalpicturesarchive.com/view.php?tid=3&did=27197
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Fun facts
• Oryx have an unusual circulation system in their 

heads to cool their blood. This is very helpful when 

you live in the desert.

• Oryx can sense rainfall far away and will travel 

up to 50 miles (80 kilometers) to feed on freshly 

sprouted vegetation.

http://www.sandiegozoo.org/animalbytes/t-oryx.html

Oryx 

Oryx is a very rare animal. It is one of three or 

four large antelope species. Two or three of 

the species are native to Africa with a fourth 

native to the Arabian peninsula. They have 

got very big horns, and big ears. They are fast 

and tall animals. When the weather is boiling 

hot they have the ability to keep their body 

temperature at ideal levels. With their big 

horns they fight for the domination of the 

team.

Andreas Beriatos

The Kangaroo

Kangaroos are mammals. They live in 

Australia. They are about two metres tall 

and weigh about sixty kilos. Kangaroos 

have two back legs and two short front legs 

and a long tail. Kangaroos carry their 

babies in a pouch. They live for about 15 to 

20 years.

Aggelos Panos

http://rds.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0WTbx8aewBKZ3wBTXmJzbkF;_ylu=X3oDMTBqamdoM3Q5BHBvcwMxMgRzZWMDc3IEdnRpZAM-/SIG=1k08nq7k8/EXP=1241631898/**http:/images.search.yahoo.com/images/view?back=http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?_adv_prop=image&fr=slv8-&va=kangaroos&w=469&h=500&imgurl=static.flickr.com/1120/1415947965_c8d29cafdb.jpg&rurl=http://www.flickr.com/photos/7533960@N02/1415947965/&size=300k&name=Wild+and+Free+Ea...&p=kangaroos&oid=5cc4824559146c50&fusr=ianmichaelth...&hurl=http://www.flickr.com/photos/7533960@N02/&no=12&tt=159398&sigr=11k4h0an4&sigi=11gdn4kjn&sigb=12ijtct35&sigh=119op707h
http://rds.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0WTbx8aewBKZ3wBTXmJzbkF;_ylu=X3oDMTBqamdoM3Q5BHBvcwMxMgRzZWMDc3IEdnRpZAM-/SIG=1k08nq7k8/EXP=1241631898/**http:/images.search.yahoo.com/images/view?back=http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?_adv_prop=image&fr=slv8-&va=kangaroos&w=469&h=500&imgurl=static.flickr.com/1120/1415947965_c8d29cafdb.jpg&rurl=http://www.flickr.com/photos/7533960@N02/1415947965/&size=300k&name=Wild+and+Free+Ea...&p=kangaroos&oid=5cc4824559146c50&fusr=ianmichaelth...&hurl=http://www.flickr.com/photos/7533960@N02/&no=12&tt=159398&sigr=11k4h0an4&sigi=11gdn4kjn&sigb=12ijtct35&sigh=119op707h
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Natalia Katsura

Eleana katsaounou

Citizens of the world  - Local and world news

Koalas

Koalas are mammals and like 

dolphins they have babies 

and feed them on milk. 

Mothers carry their young in a 

small pouch for the first six 

months of their life. Koalas can 

climb very well. They can swim 

very well too. They have got 

grey fur and a big black nose. 

They’ve also got very sharp 

claws. Koalas live and sleep in 

the tops of eucalyptus trees in 

Eastern and Southern 

Australia. They live alone and 

eat eucalyptus leaves. Koalas 

live for about fifty years.

Iakovos Daktilidis

http://rds.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0WTb_yPdgBKhEsABp.JzbkF;_ylu=X3oDMTBpdnJhMHUzBHBvcwMxBHNlYwNzcgR2dGlkAw--/SIG=1ijob3d9a/EXP=1241630735/**http:/images.search.yahoo.com/images/view?back=http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=koalas&y=Search&ei=UTF-8&x=wrt&js=1&ni=21&ei=UTF-8&fr=slv8-&fr2=sg-rc&sado=1&w=800&h=565&imgurl=www.unc.edu/~lchishol/images/koalafamily.jpg&rurl=http://www.unc.edu/~lchishol/links.html&size=90k&name=koalafamily.jpg&p=koalas&oid=a6bea24bf59a08fe&no=1&tt=71665&ni=21&sigr=1171kl17l&sigi=11ct35stp&sigb=13r20m1e0
http://rds.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0WTb_yPdgBKhEsABp.JzbkF;_ylu=X3oDMTBpdnJhMHUzBHBvcwMxBHNlYwNzcgR2dGlkAw--/SIG=1ijob3d9a/EXP=1241630735/**http:/images.search.yahoo.com/images/view?back=http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=koalas&y=Search&ei=UTF-8&x=wrt&js=1&ni=21&ei=UTF-8&fr=slv8-&fr2=sg-rc&sado=1&w=800&h=565&imgurl=www.unc.edu/~lchishol/images/koalafamily.jpg&rurl=http://www.unc.edu/~lchishol/links.html&size=90k&name=koalafamily.jpg&p=koalas&oid=a6bea24bf59a08fe&no=1&tt=71665&ni=21&sigr=1171kl17l&sigi=11ct35stp&sigb=13r20m1e0
http://rds.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0WTb_tbdgBKJDIBSpiJzbkF;_ylu=X3oDMTBpdnJhMHUzBHBvcwMxBHNlYwNzcgR2dGlkAw--/SIG=1g1ue68id/EXP=1241630683/**http:/images.search.yahoo.com/images/view?back=http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?_adv_prop=image&fr=slv8-&va=koala&w=463&h=564&imgurl=i1.trekearth.com/photos/31432/koala.jpg&rurl=http://www.trekearth.com/gallery/North_America/United_States/photo393516.htm&size=145k&name=koala.jpg&p=koala&oid=e4bfd64e7cc4b7f4&no=1&tt=634774&sigr=12citfm38&sigi=117rsban4&sigb=12e7am6hi
http://rds.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0WTb_tbdgBKJDIBSpiJzbkF;_ylu=X3oDMTBpdnJhMHUzBHBvcwMxBHNlYwNzcgR2dGlkAw--/SIG=1g1ue68id/EXP=1241630683/**http:/images.search.yahoo.com/images/view?back=http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?_adv_prop=image&fr=slv8-&va=koala&w=463&h=564&imgurl=i1.trekearth.com/photos/31432/koala.jpg&rurl=http://www.trekearth.com/gallery/North_America/United_States/photo393516.htm&size=145k&name=koala.jpg&p=koala&oid=e4bfd64e7cc4b7f4&no=1&tt=634774&sigr=12citfm38&sigi=117rsban4&sigb=12e7am6hi
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OUR TEACHER’S NAME: 

KATERINA PAPADOPOULOU

Class survey: Our favourite subjects
How many students in our class like …?

http://www.clipartandcrafts.com/clipart/borders/images/aster-borderh.jpg
http://www.clipartandcrafts.com/clipart/borders/images/aster-borderh.jpg
http://www.clipartandcrafts.com/clipart/borders/images/aster-borderh.jpg
http://www.clipartandcrafts.com/clipart/borders/images/aster-borderh.jpg
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